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RF and electronic components) to be easily
accommodated onto small-satellites, but it is also agile
enough to maintain the ground-station data-link whilst
the satellite performs payload-positioning manoeuvres.
The necessity for a dual-axis mechanism is driven by
the nature of S/C manoeuvres – involving both roll and
yaw. In SSTL missions, customers typically require
payload operation and downlink to occur
simultaneously due to the geographical co-location of
payload-targets and receiving ground-station: allowing
near-real time payload downlink to be delivered. The
APM’s fast slewing rate approaching 20˚/s and
acceleration of 4˚/s2 gives a large margin to current and
future LEO mission demands. The APM enables the
receiving ground-station’s dish to remain small in size,
and affordable in cost. The APM is also advantageous
in reducing the DC power consumption of the power
amplifier, and in turn requires smaller solar arrays.
The mechanism is commanded to rotate upon receiving
profile files from the Mission Planning System (MPS):
which define the slew’s duration, direction, rate and
other parameters, whilst the APM self-monitors its
actual position.

ABSTRACT
This paper describes Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd’s
(SSTL) legacy Antenna Pointing Mechanism (APM)
and presents its flexibility to meet advancing and
differing mission system requirements of future small
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites. The dual-axis
mechanism is responsible for steering an X-band
antenna towards and dynamically tracking a groundstation during a downlink opportunity pass. In this
way the APM allows the antenna to provide up to ten
times the data throughput of conventional static
antennas used by SSTL previously. The SSTL APM is
a complete solution, which includes all electronics and
radio frequency (RF) feed and antenna.
This paper captures an overview of the unique
development cycle and qualification approach of
SSTL, here applied to the APM. The company allows
product paper-based concepts to be rapidly transformed
into fully-qualified flight models delivered within 18
months. The APM’s novel and flexible design,
combined with SSTL’s distinctive strategy in
qualifying commercial off the shelf (COTS)
components allows the advanced product capability to
be achieved cost-effectively, in line with SSTL’s goal
of ‘changing the economics of space’.
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. APM Functionality and Enabling Technology
Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd (SSTL) has developed
a highly-capable Antenna Pointing Mechanism (APM)
suitable for small, affordable, Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
satellites. The introduction of steerable highly-tuned
antennas has transformed the capabilities of smallsatellite payload downlink chains (PDC). Longduration data-links with high-gain antennas maximises
the data-throughput; allowing for greater downlink of
payload data. An X-band transmitter (XTX) passes the
payload data on an RF-carrier to the APM, which
completes the RF chain to the X-band horn-antenna.

Figure 1. SSTL’s First Gen. X-Band APMs (3 off).

The mechanism (Fig. 1) is not only compact
(occupying a dynamic swept volume of 272mm
diameter and height of 201mm from the mounting
interface) and light enough (2.7kg total mass including

The SSTL APM is a self-contained product – housing
all necessary mechanics, drive electronics, sensors and
shielding – whilst being devoid of the need for internal
or external launch locks. The APM shall be launched
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reliability is achieved at comparatively low-cost. The
corporate structure of SSTL with substantial horizontal
and vertical integration allows development programs
to remain rapid in timescales.

for the first time in 2011 on NigeriaSat-2, an SSTL-300
platform designed for 7.5 year mission, shown in Fig.
2. Each APM accounts for less than 1% of the SSTL300 platform’s total mass: remarkable for the enabling
technology that it provides. The APM is already
baseline in the system design of two smaller SSTL-150
(150kg) platform missions, due to commence build in
2011. In addition, the APM is also schemed onto the
small SSTL-100 (100kg) platform. The APM is
designed to interface with the spacecraft’s (S/C) Earth
Facing Facet (EFF) through a variable flange, allowing
for S/C integration without affecting core structures.

For all product developments, SSTL operates with a
significant focus on future systems in addition to the
more-obvious present project requirements. Typically
this is achieved through roadmap analyses against
global prospects, tenders and existing bids. This
ensures that designs remain flexible to accommodate
future developments easily. In this way, the APM has
been designed as a modular and flexible assembly:
allowing the product’s functionality and specification
to vary with minimal Non-Recurring Engineering
(NRE) costs. The first-generation APM has quickly
evolved into a second-generation X-band APM and has
also been altered into a low-power solar array drive
mechanism (SADM).
2.

FIRST GENERATION X-BAND APM
DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

2.1. Steerable Antenna Design Drivers
To meet the demands of LEO ground-station tracking,
the steerable antenna has to be capable of pointing
within at least a hemisphere. Although specifically
developed to meet the requirements of the NigeriaSat-2
mission, the final solution is far more capable. The
cycle commenced with a detailed trade-off study which
concluded that SSTL was able to develop an APM
cost-effectively. The cost-effectiveness of a new APM
development is because concurrent engineering effort
is necessary to adapt competitor actuators to suit the Xband purpose; whereas this flexibility could be
incorporated into an in-house development which
would rapidly mature into Flight Model (FM) delivery
units. The study considered both electrically (RF) and
mechanically-steered antenna solutions. A mechanicalsteered solution was adopted since it is: more
affordable; less complex; less DC power-hungry; easily
scalable; less-restrictive on pointing range; whilst
allowing fixed axial-ratio at all pointing angles. The
challenges associated with a mechanism-solution focus
on mechanical wear, lubrication and micro-vibration.

Figure 2. APMs on SSTL-300 Platform.
1.2. SSTL Corporate Philosophy and the APM
SSTL remains a pioneer in affordable small-satellite
technologies; giving customers access to space for
Earth Observation (EO) or Science Missions, who may
otherwise be unable to afford such advancedcapability. SSTL is able to deliver high-performance
systems at low-cost through its unique design
philosophy. Essentially, the SSTL philosophy for new
product developments involves design with large
margins allowing only limited analysis to be suitable,
early test programmes to commence, and thorough
qualification to take place, whilst responding rapidly to
lessons learnt.

The availability of a well-advanced SSTL XTX and RF
horn antenna with integral circular-polariser provided
appropriate RF components to form a mechanismsolution around. Various mechanical arrangements
were designed, manufactured, tested and critiqued
during the development cycle. The mission-specific
and global-roadmap requirements formed an APM
requirement specification:
• Low cost
• Mass: total less than 3kg including electronics
• Pointing range: at least within a hemi-sphere
• Micro-vibration: minimise
• Flexible design – i.e. modular assembly
• No launch lock (either internal or external)

Where possible, SSTL engineers strive to use
Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) components, which
are qualified through intensive testing by SSTL to give
high confidence for their use in the space environment.
Inevitably certain parts are too complex and critical for
COTS components to be suitable; in which case before
accepting to use expensive space-rated parts, SSTL
encourages performing small in-house modifications to
COTS components to validate them for the space
environment. This allows cost-effective options to
remain: this strategy is demonstrated in the APM. It is
through SSTL’s engineering experience and
appreciation of historical lessons learnt, that such high-
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or a flexible harness. The engineers’ experience
acknowledged that the detail involved within a slipring was too complex to warrant in-house development
of this technology for the particular project time-scales.
Therefore if a slip-ring were used, then SSTL would
have to procure units from specialist-suppliers, at great
expense and lead time. A flexible harness would be
more cost-effective, but had concerns in life which
needed careful design and qualification. The flexible
harness selected utilised a main-stream technology in
the form of a flexible printed circuit board (PCB). The
limitation identified with this technology is deflection
through tight bend radii. A coiled flexible-PCB wrap
arrangement was formed, to provide generous bend
radii and minimise the apparent deflection the PCB
experiences. Two mechanism designs were developed
around these technologies which are now introduced.

Life: up to 100,000 hemispherical slews (15
downlinks per day, 7.5 years, with margin)
International Trade in Arms Regulation
(ITAR) free design.

The use of a launch-lock was undesirable since it
would have an associated additional reliability factor,
complexity, mass and cost. It is also desirable for the
APM to be launched with the antenna oriented in-plane
with the S/C’s EFF, since this allows some downlink
functionality in the event of mechanism/electrical
failure. A launch-lock may have forced the APM’s
antenna into an undesirable launch-orientation –
therefore the design was challenged to avoid this.
Other key challenges involve a method to complete a
harness feed and RF chain through the mechanism’s
rotating drive-modules.

2.2. Engineering Model APM Design Solutions

In order to use the matured SSTL RF components
already identified, a single coaxial feed is necessary
between the XTX output and the antenna’s septumpolariser subassembly. An optimally efficient RFchain would involve a single length of coaxial cable,
since neglecting connectors provides minimal losses.
However the dynamic slewing of the antenna imposes
severe cyclic bending and stressing on a simple coaxial
cable, especially at the temperature extremes (where a
cable becomes stiff when cold). The flexibility
requirement forces the single coaxial cable to be long
length, potentially around an anti-tangle drum. The
long length has associated high losses: and an
alternative dynamic RF feed strategy was quickly
identified using rotating connectors. These provide a
more reliable solution over life, and the link-budgets
show there is sufficient margin on feed-losses. The
rotating connector suitable to achieve the required
longevity was selected as a non-contact rotary joint.

The two mechanisms were quickly detailed and
manufactured into breadboard-type Engineering
Models (EM). The Azimuth-Elevation (A-E) scheme
shown in Fig. 3 aligns the two axes of rotation at 90° to
one another and uses a worm-wheel transmission, with
the horn mounted on top of the mechanism. The
Azimuth/Elevation-60 (AE-60) shown in Fig. 4, adopts
a more compact strategy by arranging the two axes of
rotation at 60° to each other, and uses a spur-gear
transmission.

Non-contact rotary joints were selected in preference of
cheaper contact rotary joints, due to concerns over
mechanical wear of the detailed rotating RF pin
assembly. The rotary joint is critical in the RF feed,
and hence quashing concerns over mechanical wear
through a non-contact joint which outweighed their
higher cost and size (non-contact joints are slightly
longer than contacting equivalents). Initially only an
expensive space-rated non-contact rotary joint was
available; however during the development cycle a
commercial supplier was contacted. The supplier was
able to modify their COTS parts cost-effectively with
guidance from SSTL for space-suitability in terms of
materials, lubrication, cleanliness and bearing-sizing
for vibration strength, and this product was later
qualified, and provided an order of magnitude price
saving.

Figure 3. Azimuth-Elevation Engineering Model APM.
Both of the designs avoid the use of launch-locks
through the same fundamental method: balancing of
both axes through careful geometrical positioning and
counter-weighting. Whilst this design solution is
practical, it has the disadvantage that the mass of the
mechanism increases. There are three considerations
for the balanced-axes design solution:

The other challenge of the dual-axis mechanism is a
method to transfer motor and telemetry channels across
the lower axis, from the control electronics, to the
upper axis. Two solutions were identified: a slip-ring;
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• The increased inertia of the axes-balanced rotating
parts has more profound disturbance to the S/C’s
Altitude and Orbital Control System (AOCS).
• Axes-balancing is desirable from a micro-vibration
perspective: and is perceived to dampen the effect.
• The additional mass associated with axesbalancing, could be offset against any mass
otherwise associated with a launch-lock.
The APM designs focussed on having flexibility to
accommodate a larger or different antenna form in the
future: therefore significant margins were present on
bearing selection; motor selection; and mechanical
load-paths. This meant that the associated mass of
axes-balancing had insignificant design drawbacks.

smaller-sized profile files to the APM. An optical
encoder is incorporated to enable position monitoring.
The AE-60 achieved a more compact arrangement,
through the 60° alignment of the axes, and also the use
of spur-gear transmission to provide more-optimal
motor location and less-bulky integrating metal-work.
A better-than-required pointing resolution was
achieved through incorporating a planetary gear-head
on the stepper motor, before actuating the spur gear
transmission. The 60° arrangement of rotation axes
forces the MPS control algorithms and APM profile
files to be more complex. The AE-60’s two modules
are scaled replicates of each other in terms of bearing
and gear sizing. A high fidelity magnetic position
read-head was incorporated into the AE-60 scheme.
2.3. Engineering Model Testing and Lessons Learnt
The development cycle involved full functional,
environmental and life-testing campaign of the EMs.
The A-E suffered early mechanical failure in its drive
chain: a worm support bearing failed along with the
split-beam coupling between the motor and gear-shaft
(Fig. 5). The failure mode was determined to involve
two phases. A design error meant that the bearing’s
axial preload was set at 31N, whilst the bearing design
limit was 9N, causing the PGM-HT lubrication to be
ineffective and the bearing friction to increase. The
bearing’s high-friction then caused cyclic hightorsional loading of the split-beam coupling located
between the motor and worm shaft: resulting in a
fatigue failure. The breadboard model achieved its
purpose in highlighting a design weakness, which
could be fixed through reducing bearing preload via
shortening of the worm shaft length.

Figure 4. AE-60 Engineering Model APM.
Physical EMs are a necessary juncture in the
allowing
development cycle of a new product:
functionality; longevity and manufacturability to all be
tested. The breadboard-nature of EMs mean that they
are not fully flight-representative in all design details.
The quality of components and lubrication used is not
flight-standard, and the design is not fully matured (for
example the immature design of the control electronics
could not be incorporated into the EM mechanisms,
and separate test electronics were used).
The A-E scheme’s worm-wheel transmission appears
attractive from lubrication, gear-ratio perspectives and
prevents back-driving. The transmission’s large gearratio provides fine pointing resolution without the need
for additional planetary gear-heads, with associated
lubrication challenges. The stainless-steel worm with
Delrin wheel was intended to operate without
additional lubrication. The reality of the transmission
arrangement forces the motors to protrude and occupy
a large lateral swept volume. The height is also
considerable due to the position of the horn-antenna
on-top of the mechanics (rather than beside them). The
perpendicular axes orientation allows simple control
algorithms to be used by the MPS, which passes

Figure 5. Failed Worm-Coupling of A-E EM APM.
In comparison, the AE-60 mechanism successfully
completed functional and thermal vacuum (TVAC)
life-test campaign of 36,000 cycles (in excess of
NigeriaSat-2’s mission-specific requirement of 28,000
cycle). The subsequent vibration testing of the AE-60
EM APM highlighted a design weakness, allowing
lessons learnt to be incorporated into the next-phase of
the development cycle.
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During the time of the EM phase, the control
electronics had evolved sufficiently for incorporation
into the QM APM. In addition, covers were included
to reduce debris concerns for the bearings and
transmission. The already advanced state of the EM
APM designs allowed the progression to QM detailed
design to be low effort and short-timescale. In order to
qualify the cheaper modified rotary joint, the QM APM
uses one off each type of joint.

The design-weakness from the AE-60 APM became
apparent after completing the final vibration test (fullqualification-level in the Z-Axis to 19grms). After
completing this vibration test, the upper-axis was found
to be seized and was stripped-down to investigate the
problem. The motor-gearbox unit was removed from
the Elevation module, and the transmission’s main
ring-gear was found to be intact and free to rotate, but
the motor-gearbox unit was locked. The motor and
gear-head were separated: and the problem was
identified to be specific to the motor. Through
disassembling the commercial motor, the jam was
found to be caused by failure of wave-type springs
which are used to set the axial-preload of the rotor
shaft assembly. The wave-springs did not survive the
final vibration test and fragmented into several pieces
as in Fig. 6 causing the motor to jam.

The QM’s two rotary modules are similar in design,
using the same fundamental constituents, merely scaled
in size. The rotary modules are able to be built as
independent subassemblies, which are effortlessly
incorporated at final mechanism-assembly.
The
architecture allows the horn antenna to be mounted
beside the Elevation axis, for a compact design
solution. The principle of axes-balancing successfully
demonstrated by the EM APMs remained key in the
QM design. Each rotary module contains a pair of
back-to-back matched duplex bearings, onto which is
mounted a shaft and large-diameter spur-gear. A
magnetic encoder ring with datum and pulse tracks is
fastened onto the spur-gear, and used in conjunction
with a static COTS 3-channel sensor. The shimmodified stepper motor with integral planetary gearhead actuates the transmission. A non-contact rotary
joint is used through the centre of each axis, and the RF
feed is completed with formed rigid coaxial cable, in
place of the previous longer and thicker semi-rigid
cable type used on the EM APMs.

Figure 6. EM Motor with Wave-Spring Fragments.
The motor manufacturer claims no vibration or shock
strength for the COTS motor used, therefore SSTL
used it at risk – but the EM test campaign served its
purpose. The rest of the commercial motor design was
intact, and therefore by strengthening this part of the
motor design, it was still suitable to use the COTS
motor. Instead of using wave-springs, the axial endfloat was controlled by using a suited shim-stack in
their place. Through a subtle mechanical change
performed in-house without affecting functionality,
then it was still suitable to baseline COTS motors, and
the low-effort involved outweighed the expense
associated with a space-rated motor.
This
demonstrates SSTL’s ability to rapidly react to
breadboard component failures in product-development
cycles, and efficiently modify parts in-house.

Radome

Horn antenna
Septumpolariser
Elevation
drive module
Azimuth drive
module
Mounting flange

2.4. Qualification Model APM Design Progression
The inherent iterative nature of the development
process allows the design to mature for the next phase:
the Qualification Model (QM) APM. The design
strengths from each of the EM APMs were merged to
form a more-optimal QM APM design, Fig. 7. The
proven-reliability and neater drive module architecture
provided by the AE-60’s spur gear transmission and
bearing arrangement was used for the QM. However,
the simple control strategy provided by the A-E’s 90°
axes orientation was incorporated, and this outweighed
the volume saving from the AE-60’s 60° orientation.

Electronics
module

Z
X
Y

Figure 7. QM APM Design

The control-electronics are assembled into their own
sub-module, which is situated underneath the
mechanism. The location provides two advantages: the
electrical S/C interface is ideally located; and radiation
shielding is maximised. The mechanism’s other active
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Table 1. First-Gen. APM Qualification Specification

electronics include the COTS magnetic read-heads on
either module alone. Since these are above the S/C
mounting plane, then they receive far-less radiation
shielding. SSTL combated this by independently
qualifying a sample of magnetic sensors through
radiation testing to higher Total Ionising Dose (TID)
levels than anticipated in 7.5 year LEO missions.

Parameter
Pointing Accuracy
Pointing Resolution
Slew Range
Slew Rate
First Modal Frequency
Random Vibration

In order for the QM design to have increased system
versatility, the Azimuth axis’ range was increased from
359° on the AE-60 EM, to 540° on the QM. The
flexible-PCB which passes motor and telemetry
channels across the Azimuth axis to the Elevation axis
was increased in length to achieve this. In addition the
design of the Azimuth end-stop evolved to allow the
increased rotation range. The end-stop is desirable to
prevent mechanical damage and clash in case of
electrical or firmware control loss. A novel-concept
with a loose ring was employed in the end-stop
arrangement to allow for 540° of Azimuth rotation (+/270°) This neat design solution is simple in theory;
however careful control of friction, wear and
concentricity’s is necessary to form the design reality.
The low-friction coating baseline used a commercial
PTFE spray on the dynamic rings.

Radiation
Life – Duration
Life – Number of Cycles

Survival Temperature
Operational Temperature
Total Mass
Power
RF Frequency
RF Antenna Gain
Insertion Loss
Telemetry Interface
Electrical interfaces

One variation between EM and QM motor-gearbox
was the introduction of space-rated grease (Braycote
601EF), which gave more-consistent performance
across the temperature range. This change enabled the
use of COTS technology without the expense of spacerated components.

Qualification
<0.25˚
≤0.024˚
Azimuth: +/-270˚
Elevation: +/-110˚
≤19.1˚/s
>140Hz
14.97grms X/Y,
16.48grms Z
TID at PCA is <5krads(Si)
7.5 years
28,500 cycles (TVAC) + further
280,000 cycles (VAC only)
= 308,500 cycles total
-50˚ to +70˚C Mechanics
-30˚ to +70˚C Electronics
-40˚ to +60˚C Mechanics
-20˚ to +50˚C Electronics
2.7kg
+/-5%
(including
electronics and RF)
3.36W dynamic operation
1.36W static operation
8.0-8.5GHz (X-band)
15dBiC
~1.2dB at 6W
CAN BUS
50Ω RF SMA connector.
15-way High-Density D-Type
connector.

2.5. QM APM Test Campaign and Lessons Learnt
Prior to Flight Manufacture
A thorough test campaign took place for the QM APM
to gain confidence and identify remaining designweaknesses prior to committing Flight Model (FM)
manufacture. During functional testing, the first design
weakness was quickly identified, when the Azimuth
axis jammed. The commercial PTFE spray used on the
end-stop ring arrangement proved insufficient to
provide low-friction and longevity, and the two rings
jammed the Azimuth axis. For this vital part of the
design, a better adhered coating was necessary to
provide low-friction longevity, and a physical surface
treatment of nickel/PTFE coating was selected. The
surface treatment proved successful for the intended
missions life-test (28,500 cycles), and subsequently no
failure was seen during an extended life-test (a further
280,000 cycles).

The use of COTS parts extends to the APM’s bearings
in each rotary module. The bearings are selected to
offer large design margins to allow larger antenna
variants to be mounted in the future, with large static
load ratings of 13.4kN and 4.55kN for the Azimuth and
Elevation modules respectively. The standard COTS
bearings are packaged in the manufacturer’s generic
preserving oil including the phenolic-resin cages, and
therefore separate dry phenolic-cages are also supplied.
SSTL disassembles the bearing, then cleans the metalwork, impregnates the dry-cages with Fomblin Z25,
and lubricates with Maplub PF101a upon bearing
reassembly.
The antenna’s high-gain beam-width is exploited to
enable subtle off-pointing in near-direct overhead
ground-station passes; to avoid a pointing singularity to
exist from the 90° drive module orientation. The
matured design of the QM APM provides a very
capable and versatile mechanism: with pointing range,
resolution and agility sufficient for more-advanced
mission designs than the current need. The firstgeneration X-band APM qualification specification is
shown in Table 1.

The first qualification-level vibration test of the QM
APM highlighted a design-oversight related to how the
anti-backlash pinion spur-gear is attached to the
actuator shaft. The COTS pinion uses a single smallsized grub-screw to lock it to the motor-gearbox output
shaft. During qualification-level module vibration test
of the QM APM, the pinion gear came loose from the
actuator shaft. The single grub screw was unable to
provide sufficient locking force during the dynamic
imposed environment. A second grub-screw hole was
added to the pinion gear; however this also provided
insufficient locking force. Therefore the size of the
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APM intends to increase data-rate to 400Mbps. This is
achieved by using a more powerful 12W XTX variant
(in development), and a higher-gain antenna (18dBi).
The antenna trade-off study shows that a horn is still
suited for the increased antenna performance: albeit
larger in size. The 18dBi horn is over three times the
height of the legacy 15dBi version.

grub screw was increased from M3 to M4, and the
locking torque was increased from the standard
guideline levels (whilst avoiding damage to the grubscrew’s hex socket profiles), this proved successful.
At this stage, the QM APM was suitably well-qualified
for the NigeriaSat-2 mission, which therefore
proceeded to FM manufacture. However, in order to
qualify the SSTL APM for potential sub-system sales
the QM was taken for a further vibration test: a generic
SSTL spectrum (20grms). Since the QM APM had
already experienced mission-specific qualificationvibration previously, fatigue was a valid concern.
During the higher-level generic SSTL vibration test,
the mechanism saw failure of both the Azimuth and
Elevation motor-gearbox output shafts, leaving the
pinion gear detached from the mechanism’s
transmission. The failure occurred at a weak-point in
the planetary gear-head output shaft; where a circlip
groove is present to retain the planetary gearbox’s
bearing assembly. The higher-level vibration test
showed that the standard material used for the output
shaft, combined with the groove’s stress concentration,
was sufficient to cause failure as shown in Fig. 8.

In order to limit the mass-increase of the larger horn
then composite materials are exploited in place of
aluminium used for the 15dBi horn antenna. An initial
estimate was performed, and if the large 18dBi horn
remained as aluminium, then the mechanism’s
components (namely bearings) would cope with the
increased loads. However, through using composite
materials, whilst the new horn is 3-times the size, the
mass increase is only 1.5-times of the 15dBi horn,
allowing a more mass-optimal product to be developed.
Further mass saving is achieved through the removal of
the radome, since the radome’s offset on a large horn
introduces significant moments about the Elevation
axis.
Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the 15dBi and 18dBi
APMs, which is able to achieve a versatile Elevation
slew-range of +/-100˚. The second generation APM is
part-way through development, and is due to be
launched in 2013 on a technology-demonstration
satellite, giving future missions the option of improved
performance.
Since the fundamental mechanism
design remains unchanged from the first-generation
APM, then the second-generation APM development
cycle only involves a QM phase, and does not warrant
prior EM manufacture.

Figure 8. Failed Motor-Gearbox Shaft.
Through developing good-relationships with the
supplier, they were able to offer a superior material for
the affected output shaft. A material change was
chosen in preference to an altered mechanical layout,
since this would not invalidate the extensive life-testing
conducted to date. The standard material, a freemachining austenitic grade, has been replaced with a
hardened martensitic grade of stainless steel for a large
strength increase. The new material shaft is awaiting
requalification on the QM APM, and it is intended to
qualify the APM to higher vibration levels, suitable for
future satellite and sub-system sales.
3.

APM DEVELOPMENTS AND VARIANTS

3.1. Second Generation X-Band APM
In order to fulfil the increased data-throughput
anticipated from future missions, it is desirable to
increase the APM’s antenna performance. The firstgeneration X-band APM uses a 15dBi gain horn
antenna combined with a 6W XTX to provide up to
160Mbps data-rate. The second-generation X-band

Figure 9. First and Second Generation APMs
Recently it has been identified that the legacy bearing
lubrication, Maplub PF101a, has become obsolete.
Due to the sensitive and critical nature of lubricant
variants, then an alternative needs to undergo suitable
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The roadmap also identifies other possibilities in the
short-term, such as: 500Mbps and 1Gbps Ka-Band
APM developments; and even a Geostationary (GEO)
type APM. The opportunity to allow for dualpolarisation may also be incorporated for either Xand/or Ka-band. Dual polarisation is achieved in
several ways, each involving subtle design changes to
the APM if required. The rapid and thorough product
development that SSTL has already demonstrated is
encouraging for producing a dual-polarised or
alternative-bandwidth APM in short timescales and
cost-effectively. If dual-channel rotary joints are
incorporated, then the team has already acknowledged
a limitation to the current technologies: governed by
the manufacturing limitations in length of flexiblePCBs, which may force an alternative technology
solution to be adopted.

re-qualification.
The technology-demonstration
satellite provides the suitable opportunity to gain flightheritage for an alternative lubrication, perhaps on the
second-generation APM’s primary launch.
3.2. Exploiting the APM's Modularity for a
Steerable Solar Array Twist Capsule
From the outset, the APM’s design acknowledged
flexibility for future variants and applications identified
through team-collaboration. In this way, the basis of
the APM’s Azimuth axis has been easily converted into
low-power (~300W) SADM. The Azimuth axis of the
AE-60 EM APM provided the fundamental rotary
module. The centre of the drive module was modified
slightly to house an altered flexible-PCB: with more
tracks and of thicker section for increased power
throughput, with very little NRE investment necessary.
The SADM has completed a life-test of 80,000 cycles,
more than its requirement, and is ideal for small LEO
satellite single-axis solar arrays.

It is acknowledged that a GEO APM is likely to be
very different in operation: since an 8˚ arc covers the
entire earth. In this case, a mechanism with muchhigher pointing resolution and accuracy is required,
whilst radiation-hard components are also necessary.
The next generation SSTL APM could be a unit
designed for GEO operation.

3.3. Third Generation X-Band APM and Beyond
The product’s roadmap analysis defines a clear
evolution direction required for future mission and subsystem sales. Within the next few years, SSTL desires
to achieve an X-band APM downlink system capable
of in excess of 600Mbps: the third-generation APM.
Currently the designers are trading the form that the
antenna will take, but experience has shown that the
horn’s gain can only be increased through large size
increase. There will come a point where the size
increase of the horn will mean a different antenna form
is needed, such as a dish-type antenna which has
already been schemed onto the APM easily, Fig. 10.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has identified a unique approach to spacedesign, manufacture and qualification, namely through
the extensive use of, and modification of COTS
components. The lessons learnt detailed within this
paper have shown that adopting COTS components
does carry associated risks. However, through rapid
and thorough development cycles and qualification test
campaigns, any design weaknesses are removed.
SSTL’s engineering experience ensures that COTS
components are not over-stretched in functionality. It
is through regular audits, supplier discussions or
procurement specifications based on the use of COTS
components, that high-confidence is obtained to ensure
inter-batch consistency, which can otherwise vary
without visibility with COTS parts. The firstgeneration X-band qualification campaign and groundbased testing of FM units integrated onto the S/C, has
shown that a very capable product has been developed
at low-cost. Prior to receiving flight heritage, there are
already 11 APMs in manufacture, including a new
variant, and launches planned, therefore watch this
space!
5.
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Figure 10. APM Variant with Dish-Type Antenna.
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